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OFFICE OF THE DEAN*

OFFICE OF PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
UH Educational Spec IV, P12, #80797
UH Computer Spec V, P11, #80939
UH Computer Spec III, P07, #81954
UH Budget Spec II, P05, #80210
Secretary I, SR-12, #19416
Statistical Clerk, SR-10, #22233
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*& Director of Cooperative Science & Education
OFFICE OF THE DEAN*

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL BIOCHEMISTRY
Chairperson (Appointed from among faculty positions)

SECRETARY II, SR-14, #14758
Clerk-Typist II, SR-06, #42424

RESEARCH
Research Positions: (3.66)
Researcher, R5, #84325, #82976
Assoc Researcher, R4, #83177, #83611
Asst Researcher, R3, #83034
Specialist, S5, #82238
UH Res Assoc V, P09, #80323
UH Res Assoc IV, P07, #80324 (.95)
UH Res Assoc II, P03, #80266
UH Res Assoc II, P05, #80269 (.65)
UH Res Assoc II, P03, #80267 (.50),
#80265 (.42)

EXTENSION
Extension Positions: (2.10)
Researcher, R5, #82976
Asst Researcher, R3, #83034
Specialist, S4, #84006
UH Educ Spec III, P09, #80250
UH Educ Spec II, P06, #80980
UH Res Assoc IV, P07, #80324 (.05),
#81311
UH Res Assoc III, P05, #81325, #81313,
#81325 (.58)

INSTRUCTION
Instructional Positions: (1.30)
Researcher, R5, #84235, #82976
Asst Researcher, R4, #83177, #83611
Asst Researcher, R3, #83034
Assoc Professor, IAR, #82027
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DEPARTMENT OF BIOSYSTEMS ENGINEERING
Chairperson (Appointed from among faculty positions)

Secretary II, SR-14, #12960

RESEARCH
Research Positions: (1.75)
Researcher, R5, #83399, #84477,
#84600, #84631, #82848
Assoc Researcher, R4, #33022, 84193
Assoc Professor, IAR, #82919
Graduate Assistant, GA-R, #88219 (.50)
UH Mechanical Engineer I, P-12,
#80784 (.75)
Agr Exp Dev Wkg Supv, WB-13, #05729
Agr Lab Tech I, WB-12, #05730

EXTENSION
Extension Positions: (1.75)
Researcher, R5, #83399, #84477,
#84600, #84631
Assoc Researcher, R4, #84193
Specialist, S5, #82758
UH Mechanical Engineer I, P-12,
#80784 (.25)

INSTRUCTION
Instruction Positions: (1.50)
Researcher, R5, #83399, #84477,
#84600, #84631, #82848
Assoc Researcher, R4, #33022,
#84193
Specialist, S5, #82758
Assoc Professor, IAR, #82919
Graduate Assistant, GA,
#88630 (.50)
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DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN RESOURCES
Chairperson (Appointed from among faculty positions)

Secretary II, SR-14, #22849
Clerk-Steno II, Sr-09, #21208
Clerk-Typist II, SR-08, #04708

RESEARCH
Research Positions: (1.50)
Professor, ISR, #85151
Assoc Researcher, R4, #83843, #82336 (.45)

EXTENSION
Extension Positions: (2.10)
Professor, ISR, #85151
Assoc Professor, I4R, #84082
Specialist, S3, #82405, #85421
Assoc Specialist, S4, #84501
Asst Specialist, S3, #84914

INSTRUCTION
Instruction Positions: (11.90)
Assoc Researcher, R4, #83843
Professor, ISR, #85151
Assoc Professor, I4, #82869, #83242, #84082, #82336 (.55), #83220
Asst Professor, I3, #83159, #82529, #82392, #83525, #83666, #83343, #82699
Asst Specialist, S3, #84914
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OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR
HAWAII INSTITUTE OF TROPICAL AGRICULTURE & HUMAN RESOURCES

Director, HITAHR, M11-A, #89124
Secretary III, SR-16, #00425
Clerk-Steno III, SR-11, #03397 (.50)
Clerk-Typist II, SR-08, #42880
Asst Dir, HITAHR (Agriculture & Applied Behavioral Sciences Research), M05-A, #89196
Secretary II, SR-14, #22831
Asst Dir, HITAHR, (Agriculture & Resource Development), M05-A, #89017
Secretary II, SR-14, #22932
Asst Dir, HITAHR, (Cooperative Extension & County Programs), M05-A, #89669
Asst Extension Agent, A-3, #85476
Clerk-Typist II, SR-08, #17592
Secretary II, SR-14, #00789
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OFFICE OF THE DEAN*

OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR
HAWAII INSTITUTE OF TROPICAL AGRICULTURE
AND HUMAN RESOURCES

4-H-YOUTH
Extension Positions (1.00)
Full-time: #84147
Secretary II, SR-14, #04115
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HAWAII INSTITUTE OF TROPICAL AGRICULTURE
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COMMUNITY RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT
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OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR
HAWAII INSTITUTE OF TROPICAL AGRICULTURE
AND HUMAN RESOURCES

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR
HAWAII INSTITUTE OF TROPICAL AGRICULTURE
AND HUMAN RESOURCES
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION AND COUNTY PROGRAMS

OAHU COUNTY
COUNTY ADMINISTRATOR
M04-AM, #00214

Secretary II, SR-14, #21484
Clerk-Steno III, SR-11, #00802, #00803
#00806

RESIDENT FACULTY/STAFF
HONOLULU
Extension Agent, A5, #82181, #82074
Assoc Extension Agent, A4, #84654, #84658, #84439
UH Educational Specialist, III, P09, #80249

RESIDENT FACULTY/STAFF
WAHIAWA/WAIANA
Extension Agent, A5, #82704, #84070, #84648, #82687
Asst Extension Agent, A3, #82090
Jr Extension Agent, A2, #83178

KANEHOE
Extension Agent, A5, #84662, #83824, #83462

ADMINISTRATIVE/TECHNICAL SUPPORT
SEE CHART: VI-CC
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OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR
HAWAII INSTITUTE OF TROPICAL AGRICULTURE AND HUMAN RESOURCES

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR
HAWAII INSTITUTE OF TROPICAL AGRICULTURE AND HUMAN RESOURCES
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION AND COUNTY PROGRAMS

OAHU COUNTY
COUNTY ADMINISTRATOR

Poamoho Experiment Station
Agr Res Tech VI, SR-18, #00429
Agr Res Tech V, SR-16, #04478
Agr Res Tech IV, SR-14, #00413, #00445
Agr Res Tech III, SR-11, #04477
Bulldozer Operator II, WB-10, #00443

Waimea Valley Experiment Station
Agr Res Tech VI, SR-18, #07479

Agr Res Tech V, SR-16, #07482
Agr Res Tech IV, SR-14, #11021
#11022

Bulldozer Operator II, WB-10, #04480
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